
Logistics Business for Sale Auckland

For Sale
Location: Auckland
Asking: Expressions of Interest

Type:
Transport/Automotive /
Wholesale/Distribution

Contact:
Mike Bryce
021 771 711 or 09 448 1285

nzbizbuysell.co.nz/119430

Barker Business Brokerage
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: barker_74_1922

Logistics - But Definitely Not as You Know It
This is not your normal Logistics company. This profitable business operates well under the radar, but
have very good control of the category they work in. Establishing the business to the standard of
excellence that has been achieved has been ongoing dedication to the job, and the owners have
decided to cash up their investment and start to enjoy the lifestyle benefits they have missed over the
last 16 years.

However, the Vendor would be prepared to remain in a senior role in the business for an agreed period
of time to ensure the growth curve continues, as there is still a lot of opportunity in this particular
category to own both nationally and internationally, particularly with some smart further capital
investment. An investment that will definitely reap significant rewards.

The business is associated and aligned with some big names which endears their loyal client base,
creating almost seamless transactions globally.

Who should buy this business? If you are a truly international logistics operation, whether based in New
Zealand or internationally, you should be seriously considering buying this business. As they are
already predominant in the category, the opportunity for you to enter it may not be otherwise
available.

There is significant confidentiality surrounding this sale of this business and applicants will be vetted
and approved by both Barker Business Brokers and the Vendor together with evidence of funds before
correspondence will be entered into.

The Vendors are seeking expressions of interest and will negotiate a fair price.

International enquiries welcome:
This is a one-off opportunity which will be sort after internationally. If you like what you are reading and
would like to obtain further information, visit the Barker Business website, search reference 3575 and
submit the online Confidentiality Agreement. Once Mike receives your expression of interest, he will be
in touch.

Licensed REAA 2008. Copyright Barker Business Brokerage Ltd 2024.

Property Code: 3575
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